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Brand Strategy and Ideas for Tanishq Jewellery  

Background 

The gold and diamond jewellery industry in India is large and fragmented . In 

2021, it  was estimated to be worth Rs  6.1 tri l l ion, according to Statista and 

Euromonitor. It  is characterized by  

• Small ,  family jewellers whose business is based on word of mouth and 

trust 

• Few large and well -known jewellers who spend on  advertis ing their 

brands 

• Exchange and buy-back schemes are widespread; these allow customers 

to remake their old gold jewellery into new designs  

• A form of investment for many traditional households, who sti l l  set great 

store by the appreciating value of g old and its resale value  

• Biggest sales take place during Diwali/Dhanteras and the wedding season 

in India  

It  is st i l l  a largely unorganized business, with few reputed jewellers in the 

organized sector trying to get people to buy branded jewellery.  And strangely, 

although India boasts of several fashion designers, none of them has forayed 

into jewellery in a big way.  

Where Titan Company and Tanishq fit  into this picture  

Titan Company from the Tata Group first introduced quartz wristwatches 

before diversifying into jewellery years later. Tanishq was launched in 1996, 

according to Wikipedia. The company had established itself  as the leading 

watchmaker in India,  offering international styling and qual ity and could 

therefore rely on those credentials to venture i nto the jewellery business.  

In any case, internationally watches are considered to be jewellery and leading 

watch brands are usually also f ine jewellers.  

Tanishq’s main sell ing proposition has been its guarantee of purity, s ince it  was 

the f irst jeweller in India to hallmark gold jewellery.  Besides,  the fact that it  is 

a product from the Tata Group adds to its reliable quality image. Its website 

says that it  appeals to Indian women who are traditional and yet modern  in 

their tastes. Today, it  is said to be  India’s largest jewellery  retail  store chain 

and brand, according to the company website.  

I  think the company ought to see themselves as a jewellery brand than a 

jewellery retai l  store chain, for a retailer they are not. And how the brand is 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/721837/jewelry-market-value-india/


distributed/sold can change, but the brand would be based on the product, the 

corporate credentials and the relationship it  builds with its customers.  

Tanishq’s place in the Titan Company’s range of brands  

Titan Company (formerly cal led Titan Industries) now has a rang e of brands 

that cater to the jewellery and fashion needs of Indian women  and men. These 

are:  

• Titan watches  

• Titan + Eyewear  

• Fastrack watches and accessories  

• Tanishq jewellery  

• Taneira sarees and ethnic wear  

In my opinion, Titan ought to have stayed a watch brand and not diversif ied 

into eye-wear, eye-care or ophthalmology. Besides, Fastrack ought to have 

stayed a sub-brand of Titan, just the way it  was when it  launched  with a more 

fashionable range of  watches. And as Titan Fastrack, it  could also have forayed 

into serious fashion for the chic and trendy: with sunglasses, accessories l ike 

backpacks, travel bags, belts, swimwear, holiday-wear, etc.  

I  had worked on brand strategies and ideas for both Titan and Ti tan Fastrack 

brands, but lost them to termites years ago  at my parents’ place in Goa .  Suffice 

it  to say here that my strategy for Titan focused on making the watch brand 

competitive and dist inctive against international competition as well,  which is 

now here in India. To that end, I  thought the Titan brand ought to revolve 

around an eastern conception of t ime , and my brand positioning and strategy 

for Titan was based on the concept of karma .  The creat ive expression of that as 

a tagline for Titan was “Earn your tomorrows.”  

With Titan as the classic watch brand for executives  above 35 years of age, 

Titan Fastrack was meant to be the company’s foray into trendsetting fashion, 

targeting young, aff luent working adults,  between 23 and 35 years of age . The 

brand positioning for Titan Fastrack was a brand that reflected the youth’s 

determination and impatience  and its strapline was “Fast -forward tomorrow.”  

Tanishq jewellery has established itself  as a leading jeweller in India, but could 

soon also face international competition. I  think it  has the opportunity to 

create something truly dist inctive, Indian and international at  the same time. 

And that the brand should target upper -middle class households, women 

executives and professionals.  



What can the brand draw on, that is at once Indian, international and appealing 

to modern tastes?  

The Tanishq customer  

One way the Tanishq brand can differentiate itself  is the customer it  wishes to 

gain and build a relationship with. To my mind, it  ought to be the urban , upper-

middle class woman, whether as an individual or as part of a family.  

In a day and age when Indian women are not merely working and pursuing 

careers, but are also f inancially independent and mobile, Tanishq would do well 

to create elegant jewellery for them. For when they can celebrate important 

occasions in their l ives, for when they have important meetings at work, for 

when they have evening engagements to attend, and for when they are 

travell ing.  

It  helps to remember certain jewellery shopping hab its and traits of Indian 

women:  

• Mostly prompted by festive occasions and weddings  

• Reliance on family jeweller or family and friends’ recommendation  

• Shopping for jewellery with family members or friends, rarely alone  

• Exchange old gold jewellery for new  

By addressing the important needs of these women, Tanishq would have gained 

the appreciation of modern Indian women who can stand shoulder -to-shoulder 

with their international counterparts.  

In the process, Tanishq would also gain the attention of internati onal travellers 

to India, who might shop at Tanishq, just  the way they do at our emporia.   

Competition for Tanishq: 

There are several competitors in the Indian market, ranging from the small 

family- jeweller to large jewellery brands.  

Some of the larger, better-known brands are:  

• Tribhovandas Bhimji Zaveri  

• Kalyan Jewellers  

• PC Jewellers  

• Reliance Jewels  

• Mehrasons (Delhi)  

• Orra 

• Joy Alukkas (Kerala)  



Then, there are some that are online -only brands:  

• CaratLane ( in col laboration with Tanishq)  

• Bluestone 

In addition, Tanishq ought to consider international jewellery brands as 

competitors as well,  since they could be in India in the near future.  

• Bulgari  

• Cartier  

• Chopard 

• Piaget  

• Patek Phil l ipe  

• Harry Winston  

• Tiffany 

Tanishq’s strengths  

The Tanishq brand has many t hings going for it ,  not least the assurance of the 

Tata parent company brand.  

Among its other strengths are:  

• First to offer hal lmarked gold jewellery in  India  

• Wide range of gold and diamond jewellery  

• Elegant designs  

• Easy availabi l ity  

• Offer of exchange value 

What can differentiate the Tanishq brand and help build it?  

It  is here that Tanishq needs to look beyond the functional benefits and 

identify a benefit  that  combines the rational, emotional and sensory in a way 

that is credible to its  customers and that they can relate to and identify with.  

And it  helps if  we start with the product.  Right now, Tanishq jewellery is 

generic in design, in that they are mostly f loral or geometric patterns. And 

there is l itt le to differentiate it  from other jewellery brands. While Tanishq 

does seem to be making an effort to create region -specif ic jewellery for bridal 

collections, recogniz ing that brides in dif ferent parts of India wear different 

types of jewellery at their wedding ceremonies, there is l itt le outside the bridal 

collections that is Indian in a distinctive and international way.  

What if ,  with a l itt le imagination and flair ,  Tanishq chose to showcase the best 

of India through its jewellery? And gave it  a thoroughly modern interpretation?  



I  have two possible routes that can help Tanishq achieve this.  Both help 

leverage the richness of Indian heritage in an international way an d lend 

themselves well  to jewellery design. More importantly, both help position 

Tanishq in a distinctive way and can help build the brand’s strategy for the next 

decade.  

1)  The first is a modern interpretation of the diverse architectural styles 

that define the landscape of India. And can be found from the Middle 

East to South-east Asia ,  as Heinrich Zimmer’s book The Art of Indian Asia  

brings out beautifully . To create jewellery designs inspired by the 

distinctive aspects of these architecture styles in a sub tle way that 

women would love to wear.  

2)  The second is a modern, call igraphic interpretation of ancient Indian 

scripts, l ike the Brahmi, Kharosthi,  Dev anagri,  which form the basis of all  

our Indian languages, and whose influence again is felt  from the Middle 

east to South-east Asia.  

If  one were to combine these product concepts into a cohesive idea, it  would 

be Indian influences that are international. “ Indif luence” is what I  have termed 

it  and that’s what the brand Tanishq could stand for.  

As an example, I  am sharing a few pictures of a si lver jewellery set that I  

bought decades ago on a holiday in Singapore. The design, as you can see is 

somewhat architectural,  and at the same time very contemporary.  You will ,  of 

course, see it  magically transfor med into gold jewellery in the campaign , 

thanks to the Canva designing app !  

  



 

The reason I am sharing this, is because whatever l itt le gold jewellery I  possess 

are mostly f loral or geometric in design, so typical of most jewellery in India.  

Other product range recommendations  

• Jewellery for executive wear  

• Jewellery for evening wear  (other than weddings)   

• Bridal collections  

• Limited edition handcrafted jewellery col lections  

The handmade jewellery collection would help  to up the luxury quotient  of 

Tanishq. These may be available only in l imited edition from t ime to time. This 

would also help to showcase the ski l l  of India’s goldsmiths and craftsmen and 

women, many of whom work in the trade for generations.  

Brand positioning of  Tanishq  

Tanishq jewellery is for the contemporary Indian woman who loves to wear her 

indif luence.  

Tanishq’s brand promise 

Wearing Tanishq jewellery , you will  exude the beauty and grace of being 

Indian, anywhere in the world.  

Tone and manner of the Tanishq brand  

In keeping with this strategy of showcasing indif luence, the Tanishq brand 

ought to be elegant and understated.  

Artistic sensibil ity is what the brand appeals to.   

It  ought to portray feminine grace in a serious manner; no whimsical ity or 

frivolity for Tanishq women. They mean what they say , and they mean business.  

Creative Campaigns for Tanishq  



The advertis ing campaigns for the Tanishq brand flow from the strategy of 

showcasing India’s heritage through jewellery  or indif luence. I  have worked on 

two separate campaigns, based on the product range strategies discussed 

earlier. The f irst campaign is a relaunch of the Tan ishq brand along the new 

strategic direction.  

Campaign 1 creative idea 

The idea in the f irst campaign is to invite the modern Indian woman to wear 

her indif luence through Tanishq’s ode to Indian architectural heritage.  

Film advert for Tanishq (Campaign 1) :  Ode to architecture  

This f i lm is a visual feast of the diversity and grandeur of Indian architecture 

that abounds throughout our country. Within that  framework,  we get to see 

their exquisite beauty in all  their minute details. Intricate carvings, bas reliefs 

in stone, arches and steps, carved pil lars and ceil ings, et al.  

The camera is never sti l l .  It  is constantly in motion. Ti lt ing upwards to capture 

arches and temple gopurams (temple entrances in South India). Circl ing around 

pil lars. Spiral ing up towards elaborate cei l ings. Then casting down steps, 

stairways and panning across f loors.  

All  the while, some architectural detai ls whether in rock, marble or sandstone 

mysteriously turn to gold.   

Throughout this camera sweep, the l ight is never sti l l ,  either. To capture the 

architectural detai ls,  we employ an interesting play of l ight and shade.  Both for 

the structures as well  as the gold jewellery.  

We never see a woman wearing Tanishq jewellery, only quick glimpses of her in 

close up every now and then , as if  she is at the architectural sites . A swish of 

si lk. A bangle or bracelet around her han d as she touches a pi l lar, while camera 

circles around it.  Her earring, as she tucks a wisp of hair behind her ear, while 

at the same time we hear a temple bell  in  the background.  Her neck piece, as 

she cranes her neck upwards to see the arches above.  

Music is the centre piece of the f i lm as is the cinematography. I  have in mind, a 

fusion of Indian and Western classical music traditions that will  eloquently 

capture the idea of indif luence. The music for this f i lm could be a piece 

specially composed and perf ormed by L Subramaniam, noted for his knowledge 

and performance of both kinds of music. You can l isten to the kind of music 

that will  go with this  visual ode in this performance of L Subramaniam at a 

concert  that I  found on YouTube.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlvNC1wCUxs


The fi lm ends on a rippling golden sunset as sunlight dances and shimmers on 

f lowing waters.  

Super 1: Indifluence by Tanishq  

Super 2: Inspired by Indian architecture  

Fade to black. Tanishq logo appears with the sign-off l ine.  

Tanishq 

Wear your indifluence  

 

Campaign 1 (Print)  

Just to give you an idea of the kind of architecture - inspired jewellery I  think 

Tanishq can make and the way it  can be advertised, I  have created a three -

advert campaign.  

In each of these adverts, the product is the hero, as we are st i l l  establishing 

the concept of indif luence and relaunching Tanishq. For purely indicative 

purposes, I  have chosen three different architectural designs for the adverts 

which you can see in the accompanying docume nt.  

However, for the purposes of a relaunch, a large print launch advert f irst .  

Print Launch advert (Campaign 1)  

Headline: The beauty we have cherished in stone, is now yours to wear in 

gold.  

Subhead: Presenting Indifluence 

Copy:  

Timeless beauty that  history has left behind for us to admire and reflect upon. 

To cherish and treasure. Architectural heritage that India shares with other 

peoples over centuries of encounters with other cultures. From the Persian 

Gulf right up to South-east Asia, we Indians seem to have left our imprints 

everywhere.  

What better way to celebrate our common connections, than in gold jewellery 

created by Tanishq. We are proud to bring the modern Indian woman  the idea 

of indif luence. Melded from all  the various Indian influences that  have 

captured the imagination of the world. Wrought from 22 karat gold and 

painstakingly crafted, the way you would only expect from us.  



Each design so unique and completely modern, you would love to wear them 

for most occasions. Whether it  is inspired by  the sun temple,  or the gopuram, 

the Rajasthani scal loped arch or the ceil in g of the Dilwara, you would be 

wearing a piece of heritage.  

Welcome to indif luence, as imagined by Tanishq. Jewellery as nothing you have 

imagined before.  

Tanishq 

Wear your indifluence  

 

Print advert 1 (Campaign 1)  

Headline: Every l ink,  a connection with our common past.  

Copy:  

Timeless architectural beauty that has been the cynosure of mill ions. 

Testament to our cultural connections across space and time. From the Persian 

Gulf to South-East Asia, we Indians have left our imprints everywhere.  

In the modern age, these take on new meanings. Tanishq now brings the Indian 

woman the idea of indif luence, melded from various Indian influences that 

have captured the imagination of the world. Wrought from 22 karat gold and 

painstaking craftsmanship, such you would only expect from us.  

Each design inspired by an  architectural marvel that is so uniquely Indian . And 

given a completely modern interpretation. For example, this capital over 

temple gopurams in South India asks us to raise our sights high towards the 

heavens. Imagine wearing this as an elegant and ultra-modern reminder of our 

indif luence.  

Yes, we are all  connected by the human chain of a common past. Tanishq asks 

you to wear it  and look ahead and upward. 

Tanishq 

Wear your indifluence  

 

Print Advert 2 (Campaign 1)  

Headline: Let centuries of tradition whisper in your ears  

Copy:  



No matter where you look in India, you’re sure to come upon an architectural 

marvel. Built  centuries ago, they tell  of our encounters with other peoples . It  

appears that we Indians have left our imprints everywhere, fro m the Persian 

Gulf all  the way to South East Asia.  

In the 21 s t  century, Tanishq revives some of these traditions and gives them 

modern interpretations. We like to call  i t  indif luence. Melded from several  

Indian influences, those that we share with many in the region. Wrought in 22 

karat gold and minute attention to detail,  the kind people have come to expect 

of us.  

The world has always known that the sun rises in the East. Yet, here it  is an 

object of awe, admiration and worship. Inspired by the Sun temple,  Tanishq 

invites the modern Indian woman to don the energy and the bril l iance of its 

l ight, day after day.  

Hear centuries of tradition whisper in your ears. Then, go shine some 

indif luence.  

Tanishq 

Wear your indifluence  

 

Print advert 3 (Campaign 1)  

Headline: Wear heritage as you would, a precious heirloom.   

Copy:  

It  is by a quirk of fate and history that we have come to inhabit a land strewn 

with architectural monuments. Even beautiful ruins. Not every country has had 

the privilege of  having encountered so many cultures and influenced so many 

others. It  appears that we have left our imprints everywhere from the Persian 

Gulf to South-east Asia.  

With time, many of these elements of our cultural heritage acquire modern 

interpretations. At  Tanishq, we call  it  indif luence. A melding of cultural 

influences from around the region. Wrought from pure 22 karat gold and 

exquisite craftsmanship, each is testament to our love of beauty.  

Take the typical Rajasthani palace scal loped arch. A work of beautiful 

symmetry, said to be influenced by Mughal architecture. Necklace -shaped, it  

asks us to focus on the beauty therein. Fancy a thoroughly modern, bejewelled 

arch around your shoulders? 



Tanishq invites the modern Indian woman to w ear a piece of pricele ss heritage. 

And exude the indif luence, for others to remember you by.  

Tanishq 

Wear your indifluence  

 

Campaign 2 creative idea  

The second campaign for Tanishq is also based on the strategy of indif luence, 

but through ancient Indian scripts that our languages are based on, and also 

connect us with other cultures.  

This product range and campaign ought to be launched a year or two after the 

f irst architecture-based one and ought to be called indif luence 2.0.  

The creative idea is to make Tanishq jewellery an expression of indif luence, a 

new language that can be worn with pride by every modern Indian woman.  

Film Advert (Campaign 2) Scripted to shine  

If  the f irst campaign f i lm is a visual ode to architecture, this second one is a 

ballet of the cal l igraphic pen or brush.  

Here, the camera fol lows the graceful movements of a call igraphic brush as it  

traces letters across a large page which is  the entire screen. The camera and 

the pen or brush are always in motion, in f lowing, sweeping movements gliding  

on the page as if  it  were a ballet  performance. 

The l ight too is never sti l l ,  and l ike in the f irst f i lm, here too we employ an 

interesting play of l ight and shade. Sometimes, the pen or brush itself  casts 

long shadows across the page.  

As the pen or brush glides and swirls across the screen painting stark black 

call igraphic letters, these turn to gold as a shaft of l ight passes over it .  

Dramatically and surprisingly turning it  into a piece of exquisite Tanishq 

jewellery.  

Here again, the woman wearing Tanis hq jewellery is never seen  in entirety, 

only quick glimpses of her now and then in t ight close -ups. Her ring and bangle , 

as she writes in her notepad. Her earrings, as she picks out a book from a shelf. 

Her chain or neck piece, as she twirls it  around her f ingers while reading 

something on her computer or tablet .  



In this f i lm too,  the music is central to the idea of indif luence as is the 

cinematography.  For this, I  thought we could use a fusion of Indian and 

Western classical again. A special composition to  go with call igraphy and ballet, 

but with sl ightly stronger punctuation of percussion instruments. Something by 

Anoushka Shankar perhaps, l ike in this cl ip of a concert  with Zubin Mehta and 

the Berlin Phi lharmonic , that I  happened to see on YouTube.  

The f i lm ends on a shimmering and rippling sunset on f lowing waters with 

sunlight dancing on it.   

Super 1: Indifluence  2.0 by Tanishq 

Super 2: Inspired by Indian scripts  

Fade to black. The Tanishq logo and sign-off l ine appear.  

Tanishq 

Wear your indifluence  

 

Campaign 2 (Print)  

To il lustrate how ancient Indian scripts can inspire a whole range of jewellery 

and build the Tanishq brand, I  have created a three -advert campaign, in which I 

have used three different alphabets of the Brahmi script, from which Sanskrit,  

Devanagari and most South Indian scripts are derived. Many South-east Asian 

languages too have their source in Brahmi.  

The idea in print is to explain the concept of indif luence by treating Tanishq 

jewellery as a language of beauty and heritage they can wear.  

But before the three adverts, f irst a large launch advert to introduce the 

concept and explain it .  

Launch advert for Campaign 2  

Headline: If  a single letter can turn ornament into adornm ent, imagine what 

an entire script can do.  

Subhead: Presenting Indifluence 2.0 

Copy:  

A whole new way to look at jewellery, Tanishq brings you a range inspired by 

language and how we communicate. At its heart is the understanding that all  

languages that we speak and write have a common source.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cf-yD9TWsxo


For example, India alone is known to be the source of Brahmi,  Kharosthi,  Pali,  

Devanagiri  and many others from which our contemporary Indian language 

scripts are derived. What’s even more fascinat ing is that many of  these have 

travelled far and wide, leading to deeper connections between us as peoples.  

We at Tanishq found this deep human connection so awe -inspiring that we 

created a whole new language of jewellery design around it.  Wrought from 22 

karat gold and embellished with precious stones, including diamonds, each is a 

subtle and modern interpretation of language and communication. Call igraphed 

works of art, that every modern Indian woman would love to script .  

Why should language be the source of so much discord ? Welcome to 

Indif luence 2.0. It ’s Indian. Fluent. And so international that soon the world 

might be speaking it.   

Tanishq 

Wear your indifluence  

 

Print advert 1 (Campaign 2)   

Headline: Script your adornment  

Copy:  

This circle with a dot in the centre that you see is the alphabet ‘t ’  pronounced 

softly as ‘th’  in almost all  Indian languages. You might not recognize it  as such, 

since this was in the Brahmi script used in the 5 th  century BC.  

Brahmi is the source of most language scripts used in India. Besides, they 

travelled as far as South-east Asia. The fact that the languag e scripts we use to 

communicate today have a common Indian source in Brahmi is so awe -inspir ing 

that we at Tanishq decided to create a new language in jewellery design  around 

it.  

Contemporary and elegant jewellery pieces that speak of an era from whence 

all  our written language was born. Carefully crafted out of 22 karat gold and 

embellished with precious stones, including diamonds, each is a  call igraphed 

ornament every modern Indian woman would love to wear.  

Th, l ike in Tanishq. It  is indif luence born again. Indian . Fluent.  And 

international. The language of exquisite beauty and elegance you’d love to 

script.  

Tanishq 



Wear your indifluence  

 

Print advert 2 (Campaign 2)  

Headline: Write what you wear  

Copy:  

What looks l ike a small case d and b joined together is actual ly the letter 

“chch” .  It  is used in Sanskrit  and also  in Hindi,  for example, to say chchavi ,  a 

mental picture of great beauty . You would never have guessed, though, 

because this is in an ancient script from the 5 th  Century BC: Brahmi.  

Brahmi is the source of most language scripts used in India. Besides, they 

travelled as far as South-east Asia. The fact that the language scripts we use to 

communicate today have a common Indian source in Brahmi is so awe -inspir ing 

that we at Tanishq decided to create a new language in jewellery design around 

it.  

Elegant jewellery pieces that speak of an era from whence all  our written 

language was born, each is a call igraphed work of art . Carefully crafted out of 

22 karat gold and embellished with precious stones, incl uding diamonds, this is 

a language every modern Indian woman would love to write in.  

Welcome to indif luence by Tanishq . Indian. Fluent. And so international , you 

can write what you wear and the whole world will  understand.  

Tanishq 

Wear your indifluence  

 

Print advert 3 (Campaign 2)  

Headline: Speak the language of forever  

Copy:  

The infinity s ign on its head ? The number 8? Well,  no, this is the alphabet m 

and also the f irst syl lable that we utter when we are born. M for ma or mother.  

We don’t recognize it  because it  belongs to the 5 th  century Brahmi script from 

which most languages this s ide of the Orient are born.  

Brahmi is the source of most language scripts used in India. Besides, they 

travelled as far as South-east Asia. The fact that the language scripts we use to 



communicate today have a common Indian source in Brahmi is so awe -inspir ing 

that we at Tanishq decided to create a new language in jewellery design around 

it.  

Elegant jewellery pieces that speak of an era from whence all  our written 

language was born, each is a call igraphed work of art. Painstakingly wrought  

out of 22 karat gold and embellished with precious stones, including diamonds, 

this is a language every modern Indian woman would love to speak.  

Welcome to indif luence by Tanishq. Indian. Fluent. And so international, you 

can speak the language and you wil l  always be eloquent.  

Tanishq 

Wear your indifluence  

Use of media for Tanishq 

As a high-value purchase and premium gold and diamond jewellery brand, 

Tanishq needs to speak to its target audience, where and when they are most 

present and would l ike to receive such communication. Both the kinds of media 

and the context need to be considered , for the kind of brand strategy being 

recommended. 

I  would suggest Tanishq use a combination of English news and general 

entertainment channels to advertise their  brand, including BBC World News 

and CNN, as well  as advertise on Netfl ix,  Prime and Disney/Hotstar wit h 

carefully selected English shows in a l imited manner.  

In print, they ought to be in English mainline dail ies as well  as business 

publications. The usual thing to do would be to advertise in women’s magazines 

as well,  but I  am not sure they offer the r ig ht context for a brand such as 

Tanishq. I  would advise saving their moneys by not advertising in women’s 

magazines.  

As a tact ical wedding season campaign  (which I am sure happens to be 

Tanishq’s biggest sale season) ,  Tanishq ought to advertise in a few 

regional/Hindi general entertainment channels as well  as a few women’s 

magazines, promoting their bridal col lections.  

Tanishq ought to also not advertise on social media, but to use Twitter and 

Instagram as PR tools. Here, they may announce their latest cor porate news, 

their new product launches, store openings, events, etc.  

As an important distribution channel and media, Tanishq ought to be setting up 

stores in duty-free arcades at select international airports  in India and 



overseas, especial ly those that more women tend to travel through . This would 

not only help internationalise the Tanishq brand, but would reassure the Indian 

Tanishq customer that the brand is in the right places.  Perhaps, the duty-free 

stores can retai l  both Tanishq jewellery and Titan w atches, as the latter too 

goes international.  

PR and DR Ideas  

Given that the Tanishq brand is being repositioned as Indif luence and the 

modern interpretation of India’s cultural  heritage, plenty can be done through 

PR in the area of showcasing Tanishq’s de signs in the contexts of both 

architecture as well  as language scripts.  

Articles focusing on the new design philosophy at Tanishq, their studies of 

architectural detai ls and how they manage to give these a modern twist would 

make for engaging reading and w ould interest the kind of Indian woman we are 

talking to.  

Similarly, articles about Tanishq’s partnering with language and script experts 

in order to research the subject and then use cal l igraphic methods to design 

their jewellery with a contemporary and surpris ing interpretation would be of 

interest to Indian readers.  

Such editorial pieces would also help position Tanishq in the desired manner 

and create enough interest in the jewellery inspired by Indif luence.  

In direct response as well,  the idea would be to inform prospective customers 

about the new Indif luence brand pos itioning of Tanishq and the range of 

jewellery. Tanishq ought to create a database of their customers (if  they don’t 

already have one) as well  as Titan watch customers and ought to  communicate 

with them. 

In addition, Tanishq ought to create a database of women corporate and 

business leaders, through industry bodies such as FICCI, CI I,  and others related 

to MSMEs, and write to them as well  about the new Tanishq brand positioning , 

inviting them to wear their indif luence.  

In creating a customer-loyalty programme, Tanishq can explore developing one 

that is common with Titan. Having received communication from Titan under 

the Inner Circle branding for their customer loyalty programme, I think they 

could retain the same for Tanishq.  

However,  a branding which cues the common thread between Titan and Tanishq 

would be better in my view.  Something along the l ines of the eastern 



conception of t ime and indif luence would do more justice to both b rands as a 

customer loyalty programme.  

In conclusion 

Finally, in summing up this document on the new brand strategy and ideas for 

Tanishq, I  would l ike us to zoom out a l itt le and see where Tanishq fits in with 

Titan in the larger scheme of Titan Company a nd its various brands.  

But before doing that I  must state that Titan Company Ltd (formerly called 

Titan Industries Ltd) cannot and should not have a logo that is different from 

Titan. I  notice that the company has a four -point star as its logo, while Titan  

watches has the styl ised T logo that we al l  recognize and know to symbolize a 

watch or piece of jewellery. Since both are Titan, both must have the same 

logo, which in my view, ought to be the better known and recognized stylized T.  

After all ,  the company has invested decades and plenty of capital in developing 

and communicating it.   

If  Titan watches were to follow my recommended brand strategy of posit ioning 

itself  on the eastern conception of t ime and earning one’s tomorrows, and 

Tanishq is the brand that exudes indif luence, a modern interpretation of Indian 

heritage that has travelled beyond India, what does Titan Company stand for?  

Could Titan company be the people who help Indians express their 

international credentials best? They help India showcase i ts traditions and 

heritage in an extremely modern and contemporary manner.  This should ideally 

lead to foreigners preferring Titan or Tanishq someday, because it  represents 

the essence of modern India in an authentic , expansive and artistic way.  

Within this, Titan as a brand is forward-looking, always making the most of 

one’s t ime. While Tanishq is the brand that maintains connections with the 

past,  intrinsic to jewellery, as expression of heritage and also heirloom. But it  

does so in a del ightfully modern and surprising way. Titan and Tanishq, 

therefore,  are a perfect foil  to each other.  

Soon, Taneira will  have to f ind its place somewhere in this realm.   

 

  


